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We’ve Grown!

GSW’s online service, the GSW Millennium Collection, includes peer-reviewed articles and other materials with linked reference lists from over 30 high-impact journals in a broad range of geoscience areas. The digital collection is updated continuously with the most current journal issues. All journals have a minimum of one back year, and most in the database start with the year 2000. A Literature Archive of pre-2000 articles enhances the Millennium Collection.

Readers may sign-up for free e-mail alerts for the contents of their favorite journals and results of saved search parameters. Extensive reference linking enables researchers to readily trace their way through the literature.

For information about subscribing, please visit: www.geoscienceworld.org/subscriptions/subscribe.dtl

GeoRef

A primary strength of GSW is the ability to search full text in a linked collection. GSW is also integrated with GeoRef, the premier abstracting and indexing database in our field. GSW’s fully-searchable version of GeoRef is updated weekly, making it the most current version of GeoRef available anywhere.

GeoRef searching includes authors and their affiliations, titles, keywords, meeting information, publication date, language, and document types.

Unique features

Users may search using geographic coordinates, entering boundaries for latitude and longitude for an area of interest.

A data-visualization tool called the TopicMap provides a graphical interface for browsing the GeoRef Thesaurus.

Visually browse the GeoRef Thesaurus using the TopicMap.